
ScHLB 

AddendumA 

NBI Participation in this study is voluntary and participants 
reserve the right to withdraw at any time. 

Participants' identity shall remain anonymous. 

Interview questions for English second language learners 

AGE: 14 GRADE: 19 
GENDER: FEMALE 

SECTION A: Mother tongue 

1. What is your mother tongue? NO 

2. Do you use your mother tongue in English second language classes? 

3AIN SOMKTIMES 

3. How often do you use mother tongue in English classes? 
ALWAYS 

NO NO 

4 Do you think the use of mother tongue in English FAL classroom 

improves your learning? 
undersand be}t 

wCnt to tncuA 

eause.tImproue Lnwlcelek.nunclex.scun úut 
* ****************"*"1************************** 

**** 

5. Do you use words from different languages when talking to your YES 

friends outside class? 

6. Do you think you are able to speak and write in English language? Explain ang other thi 
********************************"************************** *************************************************************************************** * 

have MoTe ntmehon but Sdmethny o 

*****************°************ 

**************i Ko********* 

SECTION B: Social Media YES V NO 

1. Do you have a social media account? 12-84 1-2 3-4 5-8 

2. On average, how many hours do you spend on social media 

weekly? 
Hours Hours Hours Hours 

YES NO 

3. Do you use social media as a learning resource? 
English VernacularY 

4. What is your preferred language use on social media? 

YES X NO 

5. Do social media enhance your creative writing skills? 

Comment below: 

***************""*********"" 
*********************A* *******"*****°'"******°"******"****"'******°'****"'****"*"***** 

eSReause I able 2 n the..anguagE. ..SPEln 
learn 

************** 

S when Loe Sonethodq 



Addendum A 

INTERVIEW NO: |GENDER: MI GRADE: L 
ADAPTED IELTS ORAL PROFICIENCY RUBRIC 

Fluency 
1 The speaker has many hesitations and great difficulty remembering or selecting words 

2 The speaker hesitates several times, but generally seems to know the desired words, 

even if it is necessary to think about them a bit. 

3. The speaker speaks confidently and naturally with no distracting hesitations. 

4 Ideas/Speech flow smoothly. 
5. The speaker has superior oral proficiency 5 

Pronunciation 
1. Pronunciation is hard or difficut to understand by a native speaker. 

2. Pronunciation is satisfactory; however words sometimes have incorrect articulations or 

are otherwise sometimes hard to comprehend. 

5 3. Pronunciation is fair 

4 Pronunciation is accurate, with correct inflections, numbers of syllables and other 

correct nuances of pronunciation. 

5 Pronunciation is outstanding 

Grammar 
1. The speaker makes frequent use of inappropriate verb tenses and/or incorrectly 

constructs sentences or uses parts of speech. 

The speaker sometimes uses inappropriate verb tenses andlor inaccurately uses parts 

of speech, however the speaker has the capacity to correct grammar without prompts. 

The speaker speaks with no more incorrect grammar than a native speaker would. 

The speaker is proficient. 
5. The speaker possesses excellent language skills. 
4. 

Vocabulary 
Vocabulary is very limited andlor incorrect words are often used. 

2 Vocabulary is moderate, although the speaker sometimes needs help 
identifying the correct words. 

There are only occasional problems with correct meanings of words. 

4 Vocabulary is sufficient to be understood in most settings and words are used with their 

correct meaning. 

5. Vocabulary is rich and beyond expectations by far 

5 3. 

Content 
1. Statements are superficial or not relevant. 

2. Speaker seems to have little or no understanding of the subject 

3 Provides some details. 
4. The speaker is knowledgeable about the subject and provides a significant level of 

detail, given the time available. 

5. The speaker is aware of the subject and attempts to provide relevant ideas about it. 5 

TOTAL 25 
INTERVIEWEE SCORE: 

36 



ScHvB S 
Addendum A 

NB! Participation in this study is voluntary and participants reserve the right to withdraw at any time. 

Participants' identity shall remain anonymous. 

Interview questions for English second language learners 

GENDER:FEMALE MALEX AGE GRADE: 
17 

SECTION A: Mother tongue 

1. What is your mother tongue? Sepe d 
2. Do you use your mother tongue in English second language classes? NO 

ALWAYS 3AN sOMMES 3. How often do you use mother tongue in English classes? 

4. Do you think the use of mother tongue in English FAL classroom YES NOX 
improves your learning? 

.aNG...SlS.....Peak niSh 
******* 

******. 

5. Do you use words from different languages when talking to your YESX NO 
friends outside class? 

6. Do you think you are able to speak and write in English language? Explain 
.. A..Ab...E..a... .2PEA......GS h...nd....also 

299.... Sin .Eg.. ****************************************" 

SECTION B: Social Media 
YES NO 

1. Do you have a social media account? 

2. On average, how many hours do you spend on social media 
|1234 5-8 12-84 

weekly? Hours Hours Hours Hours 

YES NO 

3. Do you use social media as a learning resource? 
English Vernacular 

4. What is your preferred language use on social media? X 
YES NO 

5. Do social media enhance your creative writing skills? 

Comment below: 

.eCaSe, . . ble O.... . S. that elpS 

. ix.de... ..ee ...a.. . 

******** **9 ****°**********a****** 



Addendum A 

INTERVIEW No: || GENDER:X GRADE: T GRADE:12 

ADAPTED IELTS ORAL PROFICIENCY RUBRIC 

Fluency 
1. The speaker has many hesitations and great difficulty remembering or selecting words 

2 The speaker hesitates several times, but generally seems to know the desired words, 

even if it is necessary to think about them a bit. 

The speaker speaks confidently and naturally with no distracting hesitations. 

4 ldeas/Speech flow smoothly. 
The speaker has superior oral proficiency 

3. 

5 5. 

Pronunciation 
Pronunciation is hard or difficult to understand by a native speaker. 

2. Pronunciation is satisfactory; however words sometimes have incorrect articulations or 

are otherwise sometimes hard to comprehend. 

5 3. Pronunciation is fair 

4. Pronunciation is accurate, with correct inflections, numbers of syllables and other 

correct nuances of pronunciation. 

5. Pronunciation is outstanding 

Grammar 

The speaker makes frequent use of inappropriate verb tenses and/or incorrectly 

constructs sentences or uses parts of speech. 

2. The speaker sometimes uses inappropriate verb tenses and/or inaccurately uses parts 

of speech, however the speaker has the capacity to correct grammar without prompts. 

1. 

The speaker speaks with no more incorrect grammar than a native speaker would. 

The speaker is proficient. 

5. The speaker possesses excellent language skills. 

3. 
4. 

2 Vocabulary 
Vocabulary is very limited and/or incorrect words are often used. 

2. Vocabulary is moderate, although the speaker sometimes needs help 

identifying the correct words. 

There are only occasional problems with correct meanings of words. 

Vocabulary is sufficient to be understood in most settings and words are used with their 

correct meaning 

5. Vocabulary is rich and beyond expectations by far. 

5 

Content 
1. Statements are superficial or not relevant. 

Speaker seems to have little or no understanding of the subject 
2. 

Provides some details. 

4 The speaker is knowledgeable about the subject and provides a significant level of 

detail, given the time available. 

The speaker is aware of the subject and attempts to provide relevant ideas about it. 5 

TOTAL 25 13 INTERVIEWEE SCORE: 
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Addendum A 

NBI Participation in this study is voluntary and participants reserve the right to withdraw at any time. 

NB! Participants' identity shall remain hidden. 

Interview questions for English second language teachers 

AGE:17EXPERIENCE13 MALE 
GENDER: 

SECTION A: Mother tongue 

7. What is your mother tongue? ErE0T 
NO 

8. Do you use your mother tongue in English second language classes? 

ALWAYS 83A3N SOAAEHMES 

9 How often do you use mother tongue in English classes? 

NO 

10. Do you think the use of mother tongue in the English FAL classroom 

Promotes successful teaching and learning? 

JeSbcu . akS. al aS. *. "*** *************************** 

********** *****"********* 
**************** 

11. Do you use words from different languages when talking to learners NO 

and colleagues outside class? 

12. Do you think you are able, to fairly speak and write in English language? Explain 

CLOuC..t..aa.Ra.MM. RAh...2pO.paks..s.. 

SECTION B: Social Media YES NO 

6 Do you have social media account? 5-8 12-84 1-2 3-4 

7. On average, how many hours do you spend on social media 

weekly? Hours Hours Hours Hours 

NO 

8. Do you use social media as a learning resource? 
English Vernacular 

9. What is your preferred language use on social media? 

YES NO 

10. Do social media enhance your learners' writing skills? 

********** 
*** ***********"*****t** *****"*************" 

..ic.C.. ..a...CK. XC hKCO........Mt 



Adoe 

INTERVIEW NO: 0 GENDER:EJLGRADE: |12 
ADAPTED IELTS ORAL PROFICIENCY RUBRIC 

Fluency 
1 The speaker has many hesitations and great difficulty remembering or selecting words 

The speaker hesitates several times, but generally seems to know the desired words, 

even if it is necessary to think about them a bit 
3. The speaker speaks confidently and naturally with no distracting hesitations. 

4ldeas/Speech flow smoothly. 
5 The speaker has superior oral proficiency 

2 

5 
Pronunciation 

3 1. Pronunciation is hard or difficult to understand by a native speaker. 

2. Pronunciation is satisfactory: however words sometimes have incorrect articulations or 

are otherwise sometimes hard to comprehend. 

5 3. Pronunciation is fair 
Pronunciation is accurate, with correct inflections, numbers of syllables and other 

correct nuances of pronunciation. 

5. Pronunciation is outstanding 

4. 

Grammar 

The speaker makes frequent use of inappropriate verb tenses and/or incorrectly 

constructs sentences or uses parts of speech. 

The speaker sometimes uses inappropriate verb tenses and/or inaccurately uses parts 

of speech, however the speaker has the capacity to correct grammar without prompts. 

The speaker speaks with no more incorrect grammar than a native speaker would. 

The speaker is proficient. 
5. The speaker possesses excellent language skills. 

5 

VocabularyY 

3 1. Vocabulary is very limited and/or incorrect words are often used. 

2 Vocabulary is moderate, although the speaker sometimes needs help 

identifying the correct words. 

There are only occasional problems with corect meanings of wordds. 

Vocabulary is sufficient to be understood in most settings and words are used with their 

correct meaning. 
5 Vocabulary is rich and beyond expectations by far. 

5 

R Content 

1 Statements are superficial or not relevant. 

Speaker seems to have little or no understanding of the subject 
2. 

Provides some details. 

The speaker is knowledgeable about the subject and provides a significant level of 

detail, given the time available. 

The speaker is aware of the subject and attempts to provide relevant ideas about it. 

4. 

5 

TOTAL 25 INTERVIEWEE SCORE: 2 

457 



AddendumA 

NBI Participation in this study is voluntary and participants reserve the right to withdraw at any time. 

Participants' identity shall remain anonymous 

Interview questions for English second language learners 

AGE: 19 GRADE: 12 GENDER: FEMALE 

SECTION A: Mother tongue 

1. What is your mother tongue? 

2. Do you use your mother tongue in English second language classes? NO 

ALWAYS 83A3N SOMSIMES 3. How often do you use mother tongue in English classes? 

YES NO 4 Do you think the use of mother tongue in English FAL classroom 

improves your learning? 

as underStCi n d 
********************************* *************° *****"******°***************************"************" *************'*******"*" 

5. Do you use words from different languages when talking to your NO 

friends outside class? 

6. Do you think you are able to speak and write in English language? Explain 

********************** ******** ********'******** ********* *************************** ****************************************** 

an *********** ind, C petRe ........ wtil es *****T*******"******"** *** ******************"******°*********** ****** ******** *************** *********************** ******* ** 

wi 

SECTION B: Social Media 
COmm nutheate. 

YES NO 

1. Do you have a social media account? 
12-84 1-2 3-4 5-8 

2. On average, how many hours do you spend on social media 
X 

Hours Hours Hours Hours weekly? 

YES NO 

3. Do you use social media as a learning resource? 

4. What is your preferred language use on social media? English Vernacular 

|YES NO 

5. Do social media enhance your creative writing skills? 

Comment below: 

helps Ye Su ES 
....................... ..... ss *** *************************** 

**********'**""******** ***************"*** 

*°***°°° 

**** ***"*******O*********"*********************"********"****** 



Addendum A 

INTERVIEW NO: 1 GENDER: LMJLGRADE: 
ADAPTED IELTS ORAL PROFICIENCY RUBRIC 

Fluency 
1. The speaker has many hesitations and great difficulty remembering or selecting words 

2. he speaker hesitates several times, but generally seems to know the desired words, 

even if it is necessary to think about them a bit. 

The speaker speaks confidently and naturally with no distracting hesitations. 

4 Ideas/Speech flow smoothly. 
5. The speaker has superior oral proficiency 

3. 

5 
Pronunciation 

Pronunciation is hard or difficult to understand by a native speaker. 

2. Pronunciation is satisfactory; however words sometimes have incorrect articulations or 

are otherwise sometimes hard to comprehend. 

5 3. Pronunciation is fair 

4. Pronunciation is accurate, with correct inflections, numbers of syllables and other 

correct nuances of pronunciation. 

Pronunciation is outstanding 

Grammar 

1. The speaker makes frequent use of inappropriate verb tenses and/or incorrectly 

constructs sentences or uses parts of speech. 

2. The speaker sometimes uses inappropriate verb tenses andlor inaccurately uses parts 

of speech, however the speaker has the capacity to correct grammar without prompts. 

3. The speaker speaks with no more incorrect grammar than a native speaker would. 

The speaker is proficient. 

5 

4 
5. The speaker possesses excellent language skills. 

Vocabulary 
1. Vocabulary is very limited and/or incorrect words are often used. 

2. Vocabulary is moderate, although the speaker sometimes needs help 

identifying the correct words. 

3. There are only occasional problems with correct meanings of words. 

4. Vocabulary is sufficient to be understood in most settings and words are used with their 

correct meaning. 

5. Vocabulary is rich and beyond expectations by far. 

5 

Content 

1. Statements are superficial or not relevant. 

Speaker seem 2. 
to have little or no understanding of the subject 

3. Provides some details. 

4. The speaker is knowledgeable about the subject and provides a significant level of 

detail, given the time available. 

5. The speaker is aware of the subject and attempts to provide relevant ideas about it. 5 

TOTAL 25 

INTERVIEWEE SCORE: 



HoL B 
Addendum A 

NB! Participation in this study is voluntary and participants reserve the right to withdraw at any time. 

Participants' identity shall remain anonymous. 

Interview questions for English second language learners 

18 GRADE:1 GENDER: FEMALE MALE AGE: 

SECTION A: Mother tongue 

1. What is your mother tongue? De ped 
2. Do you use your mother tongue in English second language classes? NO 

3AIN SOMETIMES 3. How often do you use mother tongue in English classes? ALWAYS 

4. Do you think the use of mother tongue in English FAL classroom NO 
amosred 

improves your learning? 

gs. oundesSHndegeh eineve ............... bektcr ***** 

5. Do you use words from different languages when talking to your 

**************************** ******* 

YES o 
friends outside class? 

6. Do you think you are able to speak and write in English language? Explain 
.S.a.beSOde....n.un.ktand.... ..tn.d...KI .a.k. 

***************** 

SECTION B: Social Media 
YES 

1. Do you have a social media account? 
1-2 3-4 5-8 12-84 

2. On average, how many hours do you spend on social media 

weekly? Hours Hours Hours Hours 

YES NO 

3. Do you use social media as a learning resource? 

4. What is your preferred language use on social media? Engish Vernacular 

YES NO 
5. Do social media enhance your creative writing skills? 

Comment below: 

Wite and 

********** 

..O y Uih he help 04 the ke9hgíd 
ssioooennjo********* **i*ssens enhokk************i******************* ***"* ********************************* ********************* 



Addendum A 

INTERVIEW NO: CGENDER:F &GRADE: 12 
ADAPTED IELTS ORAL PROFICIENCY RUBRIC 

Fluency 
1 The speaker has many hesitations and great difficulty remembering or selecting words 

The speaker hesitates several times, but generally seems to know the desired words, 

even if it is necessary to think about them a bit. 

3. The speaker speaks confidently and naturally with no distracting hesitations. 

4 Ideas/Speech flow smoothly. 
The speaker has superior oral proficiency 

2 

5 5 

Pronunciation 
Pronunciation is hard or difficult to understand by a native speaker. 

2 Pronunciation is satisfactory however words sometimes have incorrect articulations or 

are othenwise sometimes hard to comprehend. 

5 Pronunciation is fair 

Pronunciation is accurate, with correct inflections, numbers of syllables and other 

corect nuances of pronunciation. 

5 Pronunciation is outstanding 

The speaker makes frequent use of inappropriate verb tenses and/or incorrectly 

constructs sentences or uses parts of speech. 

The speaker sometimes uses inappropriate verb tenses and/or inaccurately uses parts 

of speech, however the speaker has the capacity to correct grammar without prompts. 

The speaker speaks with no more incorrect grammar than a native speaker would. 

The speaker is proficient. 

Grammar 

5 

4 

5. The speaker possesses excellent language skills. 

Vocabular 
1 Vocabulary is very limited and/or incorrect words are often used. 

Vocabulary is moderate, although the speaker sometimes needs help 

identifying the correct words. 

There are only occasional problems with correct meanings of words. 

2. 

5 
Vocabulary is sufficient to be understood in most settings and words are used with their 

correct meaning 

Vocabulany is rich and beyond expectations by far. 

4 

5. 

Content 

1. Statements are superficial or not relevant. 

Speaker seems to have little or no understanding of the subject 

Provides some details. 
2. 

4. The speaker is knowledgeable about the subject and provides a significant level of 

detail, given the time available. 

The speaker is aware of the subject and attempts to provide relevant ideas about it. 

3. 

5 
5 

TOTAL 25 

INTERVIEWEE SCORE: 



Addendum A 

NBI Participation in this study is voluntary and participants reserve the right to withdraw at any time. 

Participants' identity shall remain anonymous. 

Interview questions for English second language learners 

AGE: * GRADE:2" GENDER: FEMALEX MALE 

SECTION A: Mother tongue 

e? 8eds 1. What is your mother tongue? 

2. Do you use your mother tongue in English second language classes? YES NOX 

ALWAYS 83AIN SOMETIMES 
3. How often do you use mother tongue in English classes? 

YES NOX 4. Do you think the use of mother tongue in English FAL classroom 

improves your learning? 

Ague rewOuIce a time uhere wyld aue t0 

C rUr (E 
wit Otner= 

**********i i*i*** ***************************************************************************************U * 

5. Do you use words from different languages when talking to your NO 

friends outside class? 
6. Do you think you are able to speak and write in English language? Explain 

do Cgntitlc 
.. ****** ********** 

***** 

********* 

enqhandeo e 

SECTION B: Social Media 
YES NO 

X 
1. Do you have a social media account? 

12-84 1-2 3-4 5-8 
2. On average, how many hours do you spend on social media 

weekly? Hours Hours Hours Hours 

YES NO 

Do you use social media as a learning resource? 
Vernacular English 

4. What is your preferred language use on social media? 

YES NO 

5. Do social media enhance your creative writing skills? 

Comment below: 

(OmunI COT@ Wrth Other be 
*****************************************e***** ea* *** **************************e* ******************** *****°*****°******°°*********************** 

**************************°****°**** 



Addenaum A 

INTERVIEW NO: 0GENDER: GRADE 

ADAPTED IELTS ORAL PROFICIENCY RUBRIC 
4 

Fluency 
1 

opedker has many hesitations and great difficulty 
remembering or selecing 

aker hesitates several times, but generally seems to know the desired wora5 

even if it is necessary to think about them a bit. 
2. 

Speaker speaks confidently and naturally with no distracting 
hesitations. 

4 ldeas/Speech flow smoothly. 
3. 5 
5. The speaker has superior oral proficiency 

Pronunciation 

Pronunciation is hard or difficult to understand by a native speaker. 

Pronunciation is satisfactory; however words sometimes have incorrect 
articulations or 

are otherwise sometimes hard to comprehend. 

3. Pronunciation is fair 

5 

Pronunciation is accurate, with correct inflections, 
numbers of syllables and other 

correct nuances of pronunciation. 

Pronunciation is outstanding 

4 

Grammar 

1. The speaker makes frequent use of inappropriate verb tenses andlor incorrectily 

constructs sentences or uses parts of speech. 

The speaker sometimes uses inappropriate verb tenses and/or inaccurately uses parts 

2 5 
of speech, however the speaker has the capacity to correct grammar 

without prompts. 

The speaker speaks with no more incorrect grammar than a native speaker would. 

4. 
3. 

The speaker is proficient. 

5. The speaker possesses 
excellent language skills. 

Vocabulary 
1. Vocabulary is very limited and/or incorrect words are often used. 

2. Vocabulary is moderate, although the speaker sometimes needs help 

identifying the correct words. 

3. There are only occasional problems with correct meanings of words 

4 Vocabulary is sufficient to be understood in most settings and words are used with their 

correct meaning. 

Vocabulary is rich and beyond expectations by far. 

5 

Content 

1. Statements are superficial or not relevant. 

2. Speaker seems to have little or no understanding of the subject 

3. Provides some details. 

4. The speaker is knowledgeable about the subject and provides a significant level of 

detail, given the time available. 

5. The speaker is aware of the subject and attempts to provide relevant ideas about it. 5 
20 

TOTAL 25 

INTERVIEWEE SCORE: 

S0 
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